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(54) Gun using compressed gas to propel an arrow

(57) The present invention relates to a gun (100) for
using compressed gas to propel an arrow (101), com-
prising:
a hollow barrel (107) adapted to accommodate the arrow
(101), said barrel having an open rear end (107b) and
an open front end (107a); and
a cylindrical chamber (108) having a front end (1 08a)
through which the barrel (107) extends, a closed rear end
(108b), and a gas inlet (114) for connecting said cylindri-
cal chamber (108) to a source of compressed gas (113),

wherein said cylindrical chamber (108) is adapted to her-

metically enclose the open rear end (1 07b) of said barrel
and is axially movable between a non-firing position
where said closed rear end (1 08b) of the cylindrical
chamber sealingly engages the open rear end (1 07b) of
the barrel, and a firing position where the closed rear end
(1 08b) of said cylindrical chamber is displaced from the
open rear end (1 07b) of the barrel to allow compressed
gas to pass into said barrel (107) via the open rear end
(107b) of the barrel so as to propel the arrow (101) out
the open front end (1 07a) of said barrel.
The gun has a simple and robust construction, and has
a well-balanced behavior during use.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a gun using
compressed gas to propel an arrow.

Background of the invention

[0002] Guns using compressed gas as an energy
source for propelling a projectile, such as an arrow, are
well known in the art. The compressed gas may, for ex-
ample, be compressed air or carbon dioxide supplied
from a compressed gas source such as a tank or a gas
cartridge. As the gun is fired the compressed gas is al-
lowed to enter the barrel of the gun and propel the pro-
jectile.
[0003] An example of a gun for using compressed gas
to propel an arrow is found in US 4,660,315 disclosing a
spear gun operated from the low pressure gas outlet of
a diver’s tank. The gun includes a first barrel over which
a second barrel is slidably mounted. A gas inlet is mount-
ed on the second barrel which in turn is normally forwardly
positioned in a first non-firing position. Retraction of the
second barrel acts as a slide valve to permit gas to enter
the first barrel and force an arrow outwardly therefrom.
[0004] The gun disclosed in US 4,660,315 and other
guns adapted for use under water, typically do not provide
a satisfactory shooting experience on land.
[0005] Thus, there seems to be a need for an alterna-
tive gun for using compressed gas to propel an arrow.

Summary of the invention

[0006] In view of the above, an object of the invention
is to provide an alternative gun for using compressed gas
to propel an arrow, providing a satisfactory shooting ex-
perience.
[0007] According to an aspect of the invention, there
is provided a gun for using compressed gas to propel an
arrow, comprising a hollow barrel adapted to accommo-
date the arrow, the barrel having an open rear end and
an open front end; and a cylindrical chamber having a
front end through which the barrel extends, a closed rear
end, and a gas inlet for connecting the cylindrical cham-
ber to a source of compressed gas, wherein the cylindri-
cal chamber is adapted to hermetically enclose the open
rear end of the barrel and is axially movable between a
non-firing position where the closed rear end of the cham-
ber sealingly engages the open rear end of the barrel,
and a firing position where the closed rear end of the
cylindrical chamber is displaced from the open rear end
of the barrel to allow compressed gas to pass into the
barrel via the open rear end of the barrel so as to propel
the arrow out the open front end of the barrel.
[0008] The present invention is based on the under-
standing that by providing a cylindrical chamber which
hermetically encloses the open rear end of the barrel and

allowing a relative movement between the chamber and
the barrel, the open rear end of the barrel may be sealed
by the closed rear end of the cylindrical chamber in the
non-firing position, whereas air may enter the barrel via
the open rear end of the barrel in firing position. This
leads to a simple and robust construction of the gun, and
a more well-balanced behavior during use.
[0009] The barrel and the cylindrical chamber may
preferably be coaxially arranged. The symmetry and bal-
ance of the gun may be further improved by using a cy-
lindrical chamber with the shape of a right circular cylin-
der, i.e. the front end and the rear end of the cylindrical
chamber have circular shapes. However, the front end
and the rear end of the cylindrical chamber may also take
other shapes such as e.g. a rectangular, a hexagon, or
a non-circular ellipse.
[0010] The closed rear end of the chamber may pref-
erably be provided with an openable breech which in
open position provides access to the barrel. The opena-
ble breech allows the gun to be loaded via the open rear
end of the barrel. Introducing the arrow into the barrel
with the tip first is often more convenient and spares the
fletching of the arrow.
[0011] The cylindrical chamber may be biased towards
its non-firing position to prevent injuries due to accidental
firing of the gun.
[0012] A portion of the barrel enclosed by the cylindri-
cal chamber may preferably have a shape that causes
compressed gas in the cylindrical chamber to urge the
chamber into the non-firing position. This can be
achieved by providing a barrel where the outside diam-
eter of the barrel in the rear end is larger than the outside
diameter near the front end of the chamber.
[0013] According to an alternative embodiment, a por-
tion of the barrel enclosed by the chamber may be pro-
vided with an outside shoulder, wherein the bias is
achieved by means of a resilient element arranged be-
tween the outside shoulder and the front end of the cham-
ber. The resilient element may be a coil spring arranged
around the barrel.
[0014] The openable breech may be attached to the
chamber by means of a bayonet coupling. An advantage
with a bayonet coupling is that the breech may be easily
opened and closed, while also enabling a strong and ro-
bust closure of the cylindrical chamber that prevents ac-
cidental opening of the breech upon firing. Alternatively,
the openable breech may be attached by a threaded con-
nection, e.g. the breech may be a screw plug adapted to
be screwed into an opening with internal threads provid-
ed in the closed rear end of the cylindrical chamber.
[0015] The gun may further comprise a trigger for urg-
ing the cylindrical chamber to the firing position.
[0016] The trigger may be arranged in front of the cy-
lindrical chamber and interact with the cylindrical cham-
ber by means of a shaft arranged to push back the cy-
lindrical chamber as the trigger is pulled, thereby moving
the cylindrical chamber into the firing position.
[0017] The closed rear end of the cylindrical chamber
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may be provided with a sealing member adapted to pro-
vide a hermetic seal between the open rear end of the
barrel and the closed rear end the cylindrical chamber,
when the chamber is in non-firing position. The sealing
member may, for example, by an O-ring, wherein the
inner diameter of the O-ring is adapted to fit tightly around
the outer diameter of the barrel. An advantage with the
arrangement is that as the cylindrical chamber is filled
with compressed gas, the O-ring squeezes the open rear
end of the barrel so that only intentional actuation of the
trigger fires the gun.
[0018] Other objectives, features and advantages will
appear from the following detailed disclosure, from the
attached dependent claims as well as from the drawings.

Brief description of the drawings

[0019] The above, as well as additional objects, fea-
tures and advantages of the present invention, will be
better understood through the following illustrative and
non-limiting detailed description of preferred embodi-
ments of the present invention, with reference to the ap-
pended drawings, where the same reference numerals
will be used for similar elements, wherein

Fig. 1 is a perpespective view schematically illustrat-
ing an embodiment of a gun according to the inven-
tion;
Fig. 2a-c schematically illustrates how an arrow is
loaded and launched.

Detailed description of preferred embodiments

[0020] Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a gun 100 for
using compressed gas to propel an arrow 101. The gun
is here a handheld gun with a shoulder piece 102, and a
front handle 104 so that the gun may be held as a rifle.
There is also a telescopic sight 105 for aiming, and a
trigger 106 for firing the gun.
[0021] The gun has a hollow barrel 107 for accommo-
dating the arrow 101. The hollow barrel has an open front
end 107a and an open rear end 107b. As is recognized
by a person skilled in the art, the inner diameter of the
barrel (defined by an inner surface of the barrel) and the
length of the barrel may vary due to the arrows that are
to be used. However, the barrel is preferably sufficiently
long to accommodate the complete length of the arrow.
Here the barrel has an inner diameter of 10 mm, an outer
diameter of 14 mm and a length of 500 mm.
[0022] The gun further comprises a cylindrical cham-
ber 108 hermetically enclosing the open rear end 107b
of the barrel. The cylindrical chamber preferably has the
shape of a right circular cylinder, i.e. the cylindrical cham-
ber has a circular front end 108a and a circular rear end
108b. The cylindrical chamber and the barrel are prefer-
ably coaxially arranged, as the symmetry about the com-
mon axis results in a well-balanced gun. The cylindrical
chamber is constructed of a rigid material, such as e.g.

steel, to withstand the pressure associated with the com-
pressed gas. The cylindrical chamber can e.g. be man-
ufactured by fixing a screw plug 108a,b at either end of
a tube 108c, or by welding a plate at either end of a steel
tube.
[0023] A rear portion of the barrel extends through an
opening in the front end 108a of the cylindrical chamber.
The rear portion of the barrel is here provided with an
outside shoulder 109 with a diameter being larger than
the diameter of the opening in the front end of the cylin-
drical chamber, so that the rear portion of the barrel can-
not be pulled out of the chamber. A sealing member 118,
such as an O-ring, is preferably arranged at the opening
in the front end of the chamber, wherein the inner diam-
eter of the O-ring is adapted to fit tightly around the outer
diameter of the barrel to prevent leakage of compressed
gas. The chamber is typically dimensioned to be able to
hold a volume of compressed gas enough to launch the
arrow at a desired speed. Here the inner diameter of the
chamber is 30 mm, and the length of the chamber is 120
mm.
[0024] The closed rear end 108b of the chamber is
provided with an openable breech 110 which in open
position provides access to said barrel. The breech is
here a plug 110 which is attached to an opening 111 in
the closed rear end of the cylindrical chamber by a bay-
onet coupling.
[0025] The cylindrical chamber 108 is slidably mount-
ed in relation to the barrel 107, and is thus movable, in
the axial direction of the chamber, between a non-firing
position where the closed rear end 108b of the cylindrical
chamber sealingly engages the open rear end 107b of
the barrel, and a firing position where the closed rear
108b end of the cylindrical chamber is displaced from the
open rear end 107b of the barrel to create a passageway
that allows compressed gas to enter the barrel via the
open rear end 107b of the barrel so as to propel the arrow
out the open front end 107a of the barrel.
[0026] The closed rear end 108b of the cylindrical
chamber is preferably provided with a sealing member
adapted 112 to provide a hermetic seal between the open
rear end 107b of the barrel and the closed rear end 108b
of the cylindrical chamber, when the chamber is in non-
firing position. The sealing member is here a convention-
al O-ring 112, wherein the inner diameter of the O-ring
is adapted to fit tightly around the outer diameter of the
barrel. Thus, the inner diameter of the O-ring may pref-
erably be slightly smaller than the outer diameter of the
barrel in the rear end. Here the inner diameter of the O-
ring is 13.8 mm. When the cylindrical chamber is filled
with compressed gas, the O-ring is squeezed around the
open rear end of the barrel so that only intentional actu-
ation of the trigger fires the gun.
[0027] A compressed gas source 113 is connected to
a gas inlet 114 in the cylindrical chamber via a coupling
115. The coupling may preferably be provided with a
valve 116 that can be used turn on and off the supply of
compressed gas. The compressed gas source is here a
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tank containing compressed air.
[0028] The trigger 106 is here arranged at the front
handle 104 of the gun, and is thus arranged in front of
the chamber 108. The trigger interacts with cylindrical
chamber by means of a shaft 117 arranged between the
trigger and the chamber to push back the chamber (in
relation to the barrel) as the trigger is pulled.
[0029] The gun may be used to shoot arrow-like pro-
jectiles 101. The length of the arrow may vary depending
on the application, but a typical arrow is between 150
mm and 700 mm long. Here the arrow has a length of
500mm. The arrow is typically made from a rigid light-
weight material such as e.g. fiber glass or aluminum. The
arrow is preferably provided with a fletching 101 a at a
rear end of the arrow shaft. The fletching aids in the ac-
curacy of the flight path of the arrow.
[0030] The arrow is loaded by opening the openable
breech 110 and inserting the arrow into the barrel starting
with the tip as best shown in Fig 2a. As the arrow is loaded
it is slightly rotated to bend the fletching. The fletching
holds the arrow in place inside the barrel. The fletching
also fills out the space between the arrow shaft and the
inner surface of the barrel, and thus aids in the propelling
of the arrow out of the barrel. After insertion of the arrow
in the barrel, the breech 110 is closed as shown in Fig.
2b. The chamber 108 is now located in the non-firing
position, i.e. the O-ring 112 at the rear end of the chamber
sealingly engages the open rear end 107b of the barrel.
The valve 116 at the gas inlet of the chamber is opened
and the cylindrical chamber 108 is filled with compressed
gas supplied by the compressed gas source 113. As the
compressed gas in the chamber 108 has reached a de-
sired pressure, the valve 116 is closed. The desired pres-
sure may be regulated by a regulator arranged between
the gas source 113 and the chamber 108. As an example,
the desired pressure may be around 60 bar.
[0031] As the cylindrical chamber is filled with com-
pressed gas, the O-rings 112,118 at the closed rear end
of the chamber and at the front end of the chamber
squeezes the outside of the barrel so that only intentional
actuation of the trigger fires the gun. The O-ring 112 at
the rear end of cylindrical chamber also prevents com-
pressed gas from entering the barrel.
[0032] As the trigger 106 is pulled the shaft 117 will
push the chamber 108 backwards relative the barrel 107,
as shown in Fig. 2c, such that the rear end 107b of the
barrel is displaced from the O-ring 112, wherein com-
pressed gas passes into the barrel via the open rear end
107b of the barrel and propels the arrow 101 out the open
front end 107a of the barrel.
[0033] After firing, the chamber 108 can be pushed
forward to non-firing position.
[0034] Optionally, a portion of the barrel located inside
the chamber may have an outside diameter in the rear
end which is larger than the outside diameter located
near the front end of the chamber (when in non-firing
position), whereby the pressure of compressed gas con-
tained inside the chamber will press the chamber forward

in relation to the barrel, thereby providing a bias towards
the non-firing position so that only intentional actuation
of the trigger fires the gun.
[0035] Optionally, the barrel may extend through a coil
spring (not shown) arranged between the outside shoul-
der 109 on the barrel and the front end 108a of the cham-
ber to continually press the closed rear end 108b of the
chamber towards the open rear end 107b of the barrel.
This leads to enhanced safety and an automatic return
of the chamber 108 to the non-firing position after the
arrow has been launched.
[0036] The breech opening may preferably have a di-
ameter that essentially corresponds to the inner diameter
of barrel. Thus, as the breech opening is slightly smaller
than the outer diameter of the rear end of the barrel, the
O-ring 112 arranged at the closed end of the chamber
may remain sealingly engaged with the rear end 107b of
the barrel also when the breech is open.
[0037] The invention has mainly been described above
with reference to a few embodiments. However, as is
readily appreciated by a person skilled in the art, other
embodiments than the ones disclosed above are equally
possible with the scope of the invention, as defined by
the appended patent claims. For example, other gases
than compressed air may be used such as e.g. CO2.
Moreover, the invention is equally applicable to other
types of guns for launching arrow-like projectiles, such
as a pistol, or a stand-mounted launcher. The invention
may for example find application in guns used for recre-
ation, hunting, target-shooting, for tranquilizer guns, or
for shooting a rope.

Claims

1. A gun (100) using compressed gas to propel an ar-
row (101), comprising:

a hollow barrel (107) adapted to accommodate
the arrow, said barrel having an open rear end
(107b) and an open front end (107a); and
a cylindrical chamber (108) having a front end
(1 08a) through which the barrel (107) extends,
a closed rear end (108b), and a gas inlet (114)
for connecting said cylindrical chamber to a
source of compressed gas (113),
wherein said cylindrical chamber (108) is adapt-
ed to hermetically enclose the open rear end (1
07b) of said barrel and is axially movable be-
tween a non-firing position where said closed
rear end (1 08b) of the cylindrical chamber seal-
ingly engages the open rear end (1 07b) of the
barrel, and a firing position where the closed rear
end (1 08b) of said cylindrical chamber is dis-
placed from the open rear end (1 08a) of the
barrel to allow compressed gas to pass into said
barrel (107) via the open rear end (107b) of the
barrel so as to propel the arrow (101) out the
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open front end (1 07a) of said barrel.

2. A gun according to claim 1, wherein the closed rear
end (1 08b) of the chamber (108) is provided with an
openable breech (110) which in open position pro-
vides access to said barrel (107).

3. A gun according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the cylin-
drical chamber (108) is biased towards its non-firing
position.

4. A gun according to claim 3, wherein a portion of the
barrel (107) enclosed by said chamber (108) has a
shape that causes the compressed gas in said cy-
lindrical chamber (108) to urge the chamber (108)
into said non-firing position.

5. A gun according to claim 3 or 4, wherein a portion
of the barrel (107) enclosed by said chamber (108)
is provided with an outside shoulder (109), wherein
the bias is achieved by means of a resilient element
arranged between said outside shoulder (109) and
the front end (1 08a) of said chamber.

6. A gun according any one of the preceding claims,
wherein the openable breech (110) is attached to
the chamber (108) by means of a bayonet coupling.

7. A gun according to any one of the preceding claims,
further comprising a trigger (106) for urging said cy-
lindrical chamber (108) to said firing position.

8. A gun according to claim 7, wherein the trigger (106)
is arranged in front of the cylindrical chamber (108)
and interacts with the cylindrical chamber by means
of a shaft (117) arranged to push back the cylindrical
chamber as the trigger is pulled, thereby moving the
cylindrical chamber into said firing position.

9. A gun according to any one of the preceding claims,
wherein the closed rear end (1 08b) of the cylindrical
chamber is provided with a sealing member (112)
adapted to provide a hermetic seal between the open
rear end (1 07b) of the barrel and the closed rear
end (1 08b) of said cylindrical chamber, when said
chamber (108) is in non-firing position.
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